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Change what they see, you change what they think. Change what they think, you change what they do. 

Change what they do, and you rule them. 

 

 You can sense active magic in your arena by spending a focus action in concentration. Also, you 

weave mystic forces around yourself with ease. As a focus action, give yourself +2 to Cunning for 

stealth by wreathing subtly in shadows, or +2 to Charm by improving your appearance. This lasts for 

at least a few minutes, up to an hour per use. 

 

 You are accustomed to altering the way things appear. When faced with facts, you have a powerful 

tendency to adjust them too; you want to treat history and morality and reason with the same 

disregard you show to physical form, sound, and light. 

 

Signature Items: Crystal sphere, silk blindfold, several rings. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x5. 

 

 

 Disguise.** Rested. Focus action. You can appear to be someone else, either in a generic sense or 

replicating a specific person. To convincingly copy a person, your Cunning must equal or exceed 

their highest ability. This lasts for 1 hour per your Cunning. It covers voice, clothing, mannerisms, 

and other visual and tactile details. You can grow or shrink by ½, change gender, race, and so on. You 

do not gain weapons or armor, or the memories or abilities of the target. This only works to mimic 

sentient humanoid targets. The awareness test to see through it is difficulty double your Cunning. 

 

 Illusory Menace.** Rested. You can conjure up a menace up to 2 arenas away. It will cast a shadow, 

make noises (sometimes deafening noises), and be genuinely alarming. Those seeing the menace have 

a Terror test of up to your Cunning. (For stage shows, you may wish to tone it down.) The Awareness 

test to see through it is difficulty double your Cunning. If the target realizes it may be an illusion, the 

difficulty drops to your Cunning rating. 

 

 Misdirection Mastery.** Constant. You think in terms of misdirection. When someone tries to pull 

a fast one on you (magical illusion, fast talking con men, lying prisoners) you add your Cunning and 

Awareness bonuses together to detect it. 

 

 Prestidigitation.** Constant. Focus action. You can make coins dance in the air, you can summon 

lights with the power of candles, or snuff them; you can manipulate kerchiefs, and create illusory 

animals or balls or glowing words. Parlor tricks, only more magical and creative. Gain +4 to Charm 

(in addition to inherent ability) when performing tricks for an audience that might be appreciative. 

Also, gain +2 to Cunning for pickpocketing. 

 

 Sensory Assault.** Rested. Focus action. Target must be in the same arena. You can either block a 

sense, or overload it with a cacophony of chaotic clamoring. The effect lasts for 1 round per your 

Cunning. If the sense is blocked, the target loses access to it. If the sense is overloaded, the target is 

faced with a Terror test, difficulty of your Commitment x2. Also, the target has a penalty on all 

actions equal to your Commitment. 


